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 By 
Dr Samantha Buxton
Increasing the level of interaction in large class 
international teaching: clickers v slido
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Overview
3
 Setting the Scene
 Large classes
 Small classes
 Clickers – what are clickers and how are they used?
 Slido – what is slido and how is it used?

 Comparison of data between the two
 Review
Slido Questions x 3 
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Setting the scene: 
Large classes
5
 200+ students
 Cohort = largely international
 Quiet
 Questions go unanswered…
 Does the technology work in small classes too?
Setting the scene: 
Small classes
6
 Max 50 students
 Old fashioned raise your hand
 More interaction than compared with clickers and slido
Setting the scene: 
Open days
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 Limited interaction
 Unsure about getting your phone out…
Clickers
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 Interactive engagement and assessment solution
 Requires a specific device for interaction to occur
 Ask short and essay style questions
Clickers
9
 Install turning technologies
 Insert dongle into USB port
 Open turning point
 Open your power point presentation and create the questions 
to be answered using clickers
Clickers 
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 Run your presentation and when you get to the questions ask 
the audience to respond via clicker or mobile device
 Remember to save on the turning point tool bar as this saves 
the data
Slido
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 Audience interaction tool 
 Interactive Q & A
 Live polls 
 Wordle
 Easy to collect analytics
Slido
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 Go to slido.com 
 Sign up/log in
 Create event details
 Create questions
 Use the switcher to flip between slido and the presentation 
Comparison
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Clickers Slido
Pre-install Software Yes No
Additional to something they 
would usually keep track of
Yes No
Automatic analytics No Yes
Live Q & A with presenter Yes
Wordle option
Interaction data 
comparison
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Clickers Slido
Slido Questions x 2 
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Thank you
Any Questions? 
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